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Ephesus: Main Documents

DS 250 f Ep IT Cyrilli ad Nestorium

DS 252-263 Anathematisms of Cyril = Ep III Cyrilli ad Nestorium
DS 264	 Deposition of Nestorium

DS 271-273 Formula unnionis 433 AD 	 eINVLKA.,;($ 4-3f 4-•

Events (G. Bardy, v. IV. Histoire de l'Eglise, Fliche x Martin)

Session 22 June 431, 191 bpp., Nestorius refused to attend
Reading of Nicene CReed

REading of Ep II Cyrilli ad Nestorium

Question put by Cyril: is this letter in accord with Nicene Creed

125 bpp singly express approval; then remainder by conclamation

Reading of Ep II Nestorii ad Cyrillum (Gri.11meier 377)

Question put by cyril: Does this correspond with Nicene Creed
35 bpp singly respond negatively; then the rest by conclamation

Much further reading of documents and their inclusion in the

acts of the council; these not part of conciliar action

Deposition of Nestorius DS 264.

June 24 431: John of Antioch with 42 (?52) Eastern bpp arrive

They are refused admission to the churches; under the belief

that the earlier session was Apollinarist, they have a synod

of their own, and depose Cyril of Alexandria and Memnon by Ephesus

July 10, 431: Roman legates arrive and on the next day approve

the session held under Cyril June 22nd.

At the beginning of August, Count John, the Imperial Legate,

arrives with letters from the Emperor ordering the bishops

to return to their dioceses and approving the depositions both

of Nestorius and of Cyril who are imprisoned.

Still believing Cyril to be Apollinarist, the Eastern bpp

send a report to the Emperor and include an account of their

own beliefs. It differs only slightly from the later

formula of union of 433 (DS 271-273). The last section (273)

is new. Its author is thought to b kx have been Theodoret of

Cyrus.

Theodoret 393-466 MG 80-84 Altaner 396-399 Born and educated
at Antioch. In 323 against his will he was consecrated by of

thesmall time of Cyrus east of Antioch.
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414 "The reading of these two letters and the verdict of the

council upon them is the decisive dogmatic act of the synod."

No new creed was written. Indeed any new creed was forbidden
Cf. DS 265

Cyril's interpretation of Nicea was that "Jesus Christ

his only Son our Lord, God from God, Light from Light,

true God from true God, consubstantial with the Fatherk,

... really and truly was becameincarnate and was made man

and s ffered and died and rose again 	 DS 125

Nestorius" Christ resulted from the union of divinity

and humanity. Cyril's was the eternal Logos that in time
became man.

417 Cyril"s kath upostasin does not mean according to the

personal, the later hypostatic union. For Cyril hypostasis

means existence, reality, and kath upostasin means in

reality as opposed to kata thelesin, eudokian, timen,

authenian, proskunesin etc  

The Reaction of the Antiochenes 	419 ff    

419 In November 430 envoys of Cyril delivered to Nestorius

a letter from Pope Celestine (Aug 11, 430) and his twelve

anathematisms. Nestorius sent them on to John of Antioch

who handed them over to be dealt with by Theodoret of Cyrus

and Andrew of Samosata.

Theodoret 393-466, MG 80-84, Altaner 396-399. Born and
educated at Antioch. In 323 against hiswill he was conse=

crated by of Cyrus, a small town east of Antioch.

His refutation of the twelve anathematisms of Cyril

has been lost (Altaner 396) but parts are to be found in

Cyril's answer (Apologiy) to the refutation.

"The leading exegete of the Antiochene school and the

greatest Greek interpreter of Scripture in Xtian antiquity (Alt 398)

He probably was the one that composed the formula of union

in 433, but he himself joined the union only in 434. He did
not condemn Nestorius and so was deposed by the Robber Synod                         
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of Ephesus in 449. After declaring against the teaching of

Nestorius, he was allowed to attend the council of Chalcedon

as an orthodox teacher in 451. In 553 he was condemned
at Constant II (DS 436) for his writings against Cyril and

some others, a d condemnation approved byr Pope Vigilius

secundum subiectos inteiligentiae census, i.e in the sense

understood by his adversaries.

420 Before the beginning of Lent 431, Theodoret sent off

his refutation of Cyril's anathematisms. He interpreted

Cyril as Apollinarist. claimed that the union kath upostasin

was an intention of Cyril's, unknown in scripture and tradition.

For Theodoret, phusis and upostasis are synonmymous, so

that a union kath upostasin is a krasis and so monophysite.

421 in the third dialogue of the Eranistes prosopon and

hypostasis are becoming equivalent terms, "Isaac and the

ram correspond to the original (to Christ) as far as the

difference of natures is concerned, but do not in respect

of a division of the separate smiti hypostases. For we acknowledge

such a union of Godhead and manhood that we perceive an

indivisible person and know him to be both God and man."

422 Only slowly did Theodoret come to identify hypostasis

with prosopon, But no hesitation about identifying ousia and

phusis.

For him henosis phusike 
kat
was a necessary union, but the

incarnation was a henosis task eudomkian

424 He acknowledges one prosopon in Christ but his meaning

is "Countenance", His theology is one that tries to explain

the unity of Christ, not with metaphysical concepts, but with

similes and analogies.

425 He acknowledges one subject of divine and human attributes,

but his owne subject is not the' Logos but the united natures.

427 In 449 in two letters this position is transcended. "And

it shows no other person (prosopon) than the only begotten

himself, who is clothed with out nature.

429 XXXXXNXIMUMEMXXXXXXXIMMUNXIMKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXNUMMUMMX

Andrew of Samosata experimented with terminological

identifications: physis = hypostasis = prosopon; hypostasis =

physis but prosopon distinct; prosopon = hypostasis but phusis

distinct; with trinitarians and christological consequences
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